Traditionally-styled Kilner jars in ‘glasslike PET’
now available exclusively from Johnsen & Jorgensen
New-generation Kilner jars manufactured from shatter-proof PET by
US plastics giant The Plastek Group are now available in the UK
exclusively from packaging container specialists Johnsen &
Jorgensen (J & J).
Providing all the benefits of traditional Kilner jars - including a very
close similarity to glass in both look and feel – the ‘glasslike PET’
Kilner jars can be used in many sectors including cosmetics and
body-care; specialist foods, preserves and so on.
All jars are supplied with the PET-lid, galvanized wire strap and foodgrade nitrile rubber seal fully assembled. Decoration options include:
• Printing in up to three colours
• Jars printed and/or labelled
• Lids may be printed, gold-blocked and moulded with a
customized logo
• Jars and lids may be moulded in customized colours or finishes
• Seals may be manufactured in customized colours
J & J Sales Director, Jxxxx Wxxxx, is delighted with the new
arrangement with Plastek:

“To be exclusive distributors for Kilner jars in the UK is exciting
enough,” says Jxxxx. “To be able to offer the traditionally-styled jars
in high quality new-generation PET is nothing short of amazing!”
Kilner jars come in the following sizes: 125ml, 200ml (tapered or
straight wall), 300ml and 350ml. Jars are manufactured by the
Injector Stretch Blow-moulding process which enables new sizes and
shapes to be made from existing preforms.

NOTES FOR EDITORS
• The Plastek Group is an international tool maker and moulder
in the plastics industry. Headquartered in Pennsylvania, USA,
Plastek has manufacturing locations in North America, South
America and Europe.
• J & J was founded in London in 1884. With its vast experience
in the supply and development of high quality packaging, J & J
is now one of the leading companies of its type in the UK.
• J & J offers a complete packaging solution through its carefully
selected manufacturing partners across the UK, Europe and the
USA, together with strategically placed warehouses throughout
the UK.
• J & & has a full range of products for the cosmetics and
pharmaceutical markets. The company’s ranges comply with
all major international quality standards as well as providing
customers with the design flair that will help their company and
its products stand out from the crowd.
• J & J provide cost-effective solutions in the sourcing of glass,
plastic, rubber stoppers, seals, collapsible tubes, aluminium
cans, ampoules, dropper assemblies or a full range of standard,
unusually shaped and decorated bottles and jars.
For further information contact:

